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If you were asked to define the term project, what words would come to mind? Time? Resources (or lack of)? One-of-a-kind effort? Deliverables or products? Complex? No authority over other groups? Budget? A project is a unique effort to introduce or produce a new product or service conforming to certain specifications and applicable standards. This effort is completed within the project parameters including fixed time, cost, human resources, and asset limits. Projects are said to be similar to the mating of two elephants: They start at a very high level with lots of noise and activity, but it takes forever for anything to materialize! A more serious definition is that a project is a well-organized development of an end product that had a discrete beginning, a discrete end, and a discrete deliverable. Our goal is to help you become more organized as you work toward this objective.



Project management is the discipline that relates all of those words that you thought of that apply to project. This discipline cultivates the expertise to plan, monitor, track, and manage the people, the time, the budget, and the quality of the work on projects. Project management fulfills two purposes: (1) It provides the technical and business documentation to communicate the plan and, subsequently, the status that facilitates comparison of the plan against actual performance, and (2) it supports the development of the managerial skills to facilitate better management of the people and their project(s). Project management is a proactive style of management. Negotiation techniques and good communication and analytical skills are integral parts of this approach. Another key ingredient is the evaluation of performance against those objectives. Central to this management style is the application of high standards of quality to the project work.
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40 Best Machine Code Routines for the ZX SpectrumHewson Consultants, 1984
The aim of this volume is to provide both the beginner and the experienced computer user with a ready source of reference on a number of useful, interesting or entertaining machine code routines for the ZX Spectrum. To this end the book is divided into two sections. The Section A describes the features of the Spectrum which are of interest to the...
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Natural Products from Plants, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006
The Council on Botanical and Horticultural Libraries 
  

Annual Award for a Significant Work in Botanical or Horticultural Literature    

From medicinal, industrial, and culinary uses to cutting-edge laboratory techniques in modern research and plant conservation strategies,...
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LabView: Advanced Programming Techniques, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006

	Whether seeking deeper knowledge of LabVIEW®’s capabilities or striving to build enhanced VIs, professionals know they will find everything they need in LabVIEW: Advanced Programming Techniques. Now accompanied by LabVIEW 2011, this classic second edition, focusing on LabVIEW 8.0, delves deeply into the...
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Democracy Beyond Elections: Government Accountability in the Media Age (Challenges to Democracy in the 21st Century)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book provides the analytical framework for understanding the relationship between media scandals, executive accountability and the crisis of democracy. The empirical findings are based on an original database of 6000 media allegations and investigations in Russia, Germany and Bulgaria. Observations gained from the case studies are then...
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Tea: Bioactivity and Therapeutic Potential (Medicinal and Aromatic Plants - Industrial Profiles)CRC Press, 2002

	The tea plant, Camellia sinensis, is of particular importance to humans, and the consumption of tea has a long history of over 2000 years. Currently, tea is one of the most popular beverages worldwide. In recent years the subject of tea has attracted a great deal of attention. As well as the use of tea in traditional medicine, modern...
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How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or LessWorkman Publishing Company, 2000


	I first discovered the secrets of getting along with

	people during my career as a fashion and advertising

	photographer. Whether it was working with a single

	model for a page in Vogue or 400 people aboard a ship to

	promote a Norwegian cruise line, it was obvious that for

	me photography was more about clicking with people...
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